Benefits for Officers
Legal & Career Protection
Let’s be honest, you’re likely using SMS texting and public messaging apps for work related
communication. This can get you and your agency in a tangled legal mess and even risk your career.
You can easily avoid this by using a communication app like Evertel that is compliant with all federal
and state-level legal requirements for officer communication.
Reduce the chance of your phone being subpoenaed
Because Evertel is an encrypted, cloud-based platform and all data is retrievable
without the phone, it is unnecessary for legal to take possession of your phone in an
investigation. This also makes it safe to use on your personal phones.
Military-grade data security
Your data is protected and secured through high-level data encryption within a secure,
U.S. based, government-only cloud environment. In Evertel you can securely share intel,
images, videos and audio without the risk of it being intercepted like it is when using
SMS texting or public messaging apps.
Legal compliance
LE employees have specific laws and regulations they must follow regarding digital
communication. Evertel meets all compliance requirements with federal (FOIA),
state-level public information request laws, and CJIS.

Team Collaboration
Not only does Evertel streamline communication to keep you and your team informed, productive and
on the street – it also saves you time.
Team collaboration in real-time
With Evertel, your squad can collaborate and share intel on and off shift in a single
space with text, videos, images and audio from any location. No SPAM, no junk, just
what’s important.
Get intel faster
With Evertel’s instant communication platform, no longer will you need to rely on
emails or wait for briefings to gain intel. With Evertel intel is distributed directly and
instantly to your phone, MDT and desktop.
Stay mobile
Evertel runs on your smartphone and MDT so you can maintain real-time
communication with your squad and supervisors from any location, at any time.
Stay safe
Far too often officers are put in risky situations because of a lack of communication
and bottleneck on the distribution of intel to those on the street. With Evertel intel is
shared in real-time and it doesn’t stop at the supervisor level. Evertel was created with
the patrol officer in mind, ensuring intel is shared with those who need it, when they
need it.

One-on-One Conversations
Evertel is not just for team collaboration. Connect with individuals and private one-on-one or small
group conversations with full compliance.
Features you’re used to
Evertel’s direct messages (DM’s) are for one-on-one or small group conversations just
like texting or other messaging apps you may have used, only in a secure and
compliant environment.

Connect with others outside your agency
Within Evertel, you can connect and have direct conversations with people inside or
outside your agency. Connect with officers from neighboring agencies,
county/state/federal LEOs, or anyone you need to converse with to do your job
effectively.

Efficiency
Reduce the clutter and increase the communication so you can do your job better.
Reduce unnecessary radio chatter
Nobody likes to hear idle chat or irrelevant conversations on the radio. With Evertel, all
non-emergency communication can be moved to a room within Evertel — keeping the
radio clear of unnecessary traffic.
Reduce the systems you need to pay attention to
You are busy. Checking email, listening to unnecessary radio chatter, reading multiple
chats/texts gets overwhelming. With Evertel, all important communication is delivered
in a single place, allowing you to focus on your job at hand.
Save time on-duty
From booking prisoners to impounding, you can share sensitive information (CJI) to
assist in expediting those processes in a safe & legal manner.

